
FITTING PROTOCOL

PRO TIP
The final set make-up should provide a golfer 10- to 15-yard gap, between each wedge on full shots. Common wedge  
combinations: 48°/54°/60°, 50°/54°/60°, 50°/54°/58°, 52°/56°/60°, 48°/52°/56°/60°, 46°/50°/54°/58°

PRO TIP
Z and X Grinds – JAWS Raw grinds are great for open faced shots. These wedges are ideal for golfers that like to play a 
variety of different shots or play at a course that offers a wide range of lies.

S and W Grinds - JAWS Raw grinds are extremely versatile and ideal for golfers who primarily like to hit their wedge shots  
with a square face. 

Z-Grind: A tri-level sole design, with an aggressive leading-edge chamfer that acts as a skid plate for enhanced turf interaction. 
The chamfer also reduces digging, making this a more playable low-bounce grind. This is a versatile grind around the greens for 
opening the face or hitting it square. 8° of bounce.

S-Grind: Standard medium-width sole with a slight ribbon at the back, and moderate heel relief to keep the leading-edge low 
through impact. A small leading-edge chamfer is employed for enhanced turf interaction. This is our most popular grind option 
for a wide variety of conditions and swing types. 10° of bounce.

X-Grind: Our highest bounce option provides heel and toe relief, along with a narrow width for versatility when you open the 
face. A small leading-edge chamfer is added to reduce digging. The wedge is best suited to shotmakers with a steep angle of 
attack. 12° of bounce.

W-Grind: Our widest sole option with a tighter front to back radius and a small leading-edge chamfer. This promotes skidding 
and reduces digging. This is our most forgiving sole grind. 12°of bounce.

STEP 2: GRIND AND SELECTION 
1. Primary Factor: Determine the types of shots the player prefers to hit; specifically, for shots 60 yds and in and around the greens

2. Secondary Factor: Identify typical course conditions for the player 

 • Firm course conditions: Z Grind

 • All conditions: S Grind

 • Medium/Soft conditions: X Grind

 • Soft conditions: W Grind

STEP 1: WEDGE MAKE-UP

• Based on the player's PW or AW, determine how many wedges are needed to complete the set for proper gapping.

• Wedges should be added in 4°-6° increments until the set is complete.

PURE SPIN IN ITS
RAWEST FORM



Condition Type: 
Medium, Firm

Lofts: 58°, 60° 

Bounce: 8°

Condition Type:  
Soft, Medium, Firm

Lofts: 48°, 50°, 52°, 54°, 
56°, 58°, 60°  

Bounce: 10° 

Condition Type:  
Soft, Medium

Lofts: 58°, 60° 

Bounce: 12° 

Condition Type: 
Soft

Lofts: 50°, 52°, 54°,  
56°, 58°, 60°

Bounce: 12°  

8° of Bounce

10° of Bounce

12° of Bounce

JAWS Raw Z-Grind
Shotmakers who like to open the 

face around the greens.

JAWS Raw X-Grind
Shotmakers with a steep angle 

of attack.

JAWS Raw S-Grind
Fits a variety of swing types; 

best for players who prefer a 

square face.

JAWS Raw W-Grind
Our widest sole for players 

who need the most help and 

forgiveness.

WEDGE RECOMMENDATIONS

Disclaimer: These are recommendations based off iron preference. Not all players will fit into this model. Short game needs can be very player dependent.

WEDGE
ATTACK 
ANGLE

SHALLOW

MODERATE

STEEP
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